This paper I describes a program called PROUST which does online analysis and understanding of Pascal programs written by novice programmers. PROUST takes as input a program and a non-algorithmic description of the program requirements, and finds the most likely mapping-between the requirements and the code. This mapping is in essence a reconstruction of the design nod implementation steps that the programmer went through in writing the program.
Introduction: Motivation and Goals
Our goal is to build a tutoring system which helps novice programmers to learn how to program. This system will have two components: a programming expert which can analyze and understand buggy programs, and a pedagogical expert that knows how to effectively interact with and instruct students. We have focused our attention on the first component, with the objective of building a system that can be said to truly understand (buggy) novice programs. 2 In this paper, we will describe the theory and processing techniques by which our analysis system, PROUST, understands buggy and correct programs.
Bugs in programs are sections of code whose behavior fails to agree with the program specification. Although the presence of bugs may be indicated by various kinds of anomalous program behavior, in general bugs are not properties of programs, but rather are properties of the relationship between programs and intentions. [9] For example, consider the program in Figure 1 . The programmer has written a program that reads in a number and then computes the average of all the numbers between it and 99999, in integer increments. This is not what the stated problem requires; presumably the programmer was trying to solve the problem, but a bug has altered the program's behavior. How do we determine what this bug is? Note that the programmer first does a Read into the variable New, and then increments it by 1.
Based on our theory of programming knowledge, [10, 11, 17, 1] we would hypothesize that the student thought that incrementing the variable New would return the next value of New; if incrementing Count gets the next INTEGER value, then incrementing New should get the next input value! The student has thus made an overgeneralization: adding one to a variable returns the next value of that variable. The key element of the above analysis is the construction of a relationship from a piece of code to a problem goal; the mechanism for that construction was knowledge about how programs are typically constructed, together with knowledge about novice misconceptions.
While we have not built a pedagogical expert yet, it would certainly need the type of information produced in the above analysis. That is, an intelligent tutoring system would need to kuow:
• what the bugs in the student's program are, and where they occur;
• what the student was intending to do with the buggy code;
• what misconceptions the student might have which would explain the presence of the bugs.
What is an appropriate method for deriving information such as this from a program? One way might be to compare the input-output behavior of the program against the expected input-output behavior. The information which this approach would provide is insufficient, particularly with larger programs, because a number of bugs might result in the same input/output behavior. 3 For example, many different bugs can cause a program to go into an infinite loop, so simply knowing that a program goes into an infinite loop is insufficient for determining what the bug is. Enhancing input-output analysis with dataflow analysis, or other compiler analysis techniques, will not help in cases where the code does not have any obvious structural anomalies, 4 such as in the preceding example.
What is missing in the above methods is a detailed understandin~ of the relationship between the program text and the program'6 intentions. We suggest that a method for building such a description involves (1) recreating the goals that the student was attempting to solve (i.e., what problem the student thought he was solving), (2) identifying the functional units in the program that were intended to realize those goals. In effect, the programmin O expert needs to analyze the buggy program bit reconstructin~ the manner in which it was eenerated.
The claim is that the trace generated by the programming expert does actually correspond to what the student was thinking, although not necessarily to the utmost detail; the pedagogical expert would then use that trace in subsequent tutoring activity. 5 In this paper, we briefly highlight the theoretical basis for reconstructive program analysis, and we detail how PROUST goes about building the reconstruction.
The Role of Plans in Program Understanding
Knowledge about what implementation methods should be used in programming is codified in PROUST in the form of programming plans. A programming plan is a procedure or strategy for realizing intentions in code, where the key elements have been abstracted and represented explicitly. It is our position that expert programmers make extensive use of programming plans, rather than each time building programs out of the primitive constructs of a programming language. This claim is based on a theory of what mental representations programmers have and use in reading and writing programs. In [16, 6, 18, 19] we describe various empirical experiments which support our theory. Thus, PROUST is directly based on a plausible, psychological theory of the programming process.
Note that codifying programming knowledge in terms of plans is not unique to PROUST; the Programmer's Apprentice, [11] for example, also makes extensive use of plans. 6
Figure 2 is an illustration of how plans are realized in programs. The figure shows a correct implementation of the problem shown in Figure 1 , together with four plans that this program uses. Two of them, the RUNNING TOTAL VARIABLE PLAN and the COUNTER VARIABLE PLAN, are variable plans, i.e. they are plans which generate a result which is usually stored in a variable. Such plans typically have an initialization section and an update section, and carry information about what context they must appear in, e.g. whether or not they must be enclosed in a loop. The other two plans, the RUNNING TOTAL LOOP PLAN and the VALID RESULT sKIP GUARD, are control plans; their main role is not to generate results but to regulate the generation and use of data by other plans. The RUNNING TOTAL LOOP PLAN is a method for constructing a loop which controls the computation of a running total; in this program it also controls the operation of the COUNTER VARIABLE PLAN. The VALID RESULT SKIP GUARD plan is an example of a skip guard, i.e. a control plan which causes control flow to skip around other code when boundary conditions occur. In this ease it prevents the average from being computed or output when there is no input.
Recognition of plans in programs forms the basis of our approach to program understanding.
But plan recognition alone is insufficient. Novices often use plans that would never occur to an expert, because they do not have a good sense of what is a good plan and what is not. PROUST's knowledge base of plans has therefore been extended in order to include many stylistically dubious plans. 7 Unfortunately, the more alternative plans there are in the system, the harder it is to determine which plans the programmer was using. Furthermore, program behavior depends not only upon what plans are used, but how they are organized; it is thus possible for a program to use correct plans yet still have bugs. In order to cope with these problems a method is needed for relating plans to other plans, and to the programmer's underlying intentions. This process, and the way it is used to search for the right interpretation of the program, is described in Section
A Typical Problem in PROU~T's Domain
PROUST's knowledge base is currently tailored to analyze the programming problem in Figure 3 . 8 This problem (hereafter referred to az the Rainfall Problem) is a more complex vemion of the averaging problem shown in Figure 1 . Among other computations, a program that solves this problem must 1. count the number of valid inputs (i.e., days on which there was zero or greater rainfall), and 2. count the number of positive inputs {i.e., days on which rain fell).
Novices attempt to realize these two goals in a variety of correct and buggy ways. Sinee coping with variability is one of PROUST's main objectives, examining how PROUST handles this specific set of goals should be illustrative. Thus, in what follows, we will focus on PROUST'S techniques for processing fragments of code that implement these goals.
Relating Goals to Code via Plans
In order to relate the plans in a program to the program requirements, PROUST makes explicit the goal decomposition underlying the program. A goal decomposition consists of
• a description of the hierarchical organization of the subtasks in a problem,
• indications of the relationships and interactions among subtasks, and
• a mapping from subtask requirements (goals) to the plans that are used to implement them.
The plans which a goal decomposition specifies are matched against the program; this results in a mapping from program requirements to individual statements.
In attempting to understand all except the most trivial programming problems, two issues must be squarely faced:
• the goal decomposition of a problem may not be unique, and
• one program may be associated with more than one goal decomposition.
We deal with each issue in turn in the next two sections. Figure 4 illustrates how alternative goal decompositions can lend'to different program implementations. A single problem descr~?t?on, at the top, can result in several different goal decompositions, which in turn result in a number of different programs, depending upon which plans are used. Some of these programs may be correct, others buggy. Buggy programs are either derived from incorrect goal decompositions or from incorrect implementations of correct goal decompositions. Each path from the problem description down to an individual program is a program interpretation; we call this set of possible derivation paths the interpretation space associated with a problem.
The Space of Goal Decompositions and Programs
Figures 5 and O illustrate two different solutions of the Rainfall Problem ( Figure 3 ) and their corresponding goal decompositions. We focus here on two specific aspects of the 9 problem: (1) counting the valid inputs (daily rainfall greater than or equal to zero), and (2) counting the number of rainy days (daily rainfall strictly greater than zero). Figure 5 shows a fragment in which these two goals are realized directly. First, a COUNTER VARIABLE PLAN is used to count the valid inputs; this is realized in the code that computes the value of the variable Valid.
Second, the GUARDED COUNTER VARIABLE PLAN is used for counting the positive inputs; the variable Ra i n), is used in this plan.
While the program in Figure 6 also prints out the number of valid inputs and the number of positive inputs, the goal decomposition in this program is different. Instead of the two goals of counting the valid inputs and counting the positive inputs, the program in Figure 6 uses three goals to achieve the same end: (1) count the zero inputs, (2) count the positive inputs, and (3) add these two counters together to derive the valid day total. The goal of counting the positive inputs is implemented with a GUARDED COUNTER VARIABLE PLAN, operating on the variable Ra i ny. The goal of counting the zero inputs is also implemented with a GUARDED COUNTER VARIABLE PLAN, operating on the variable Dry. The counters are combined with an ADD PARTIAL RESULTS PLAN, resulting in the variable Va I i d.
Resolving Ambiguous Interpretations
If the mapping from problem descriptions to programs is to be rich enough to generate a sufficiently wide variety of programs, ambiguity is an unavoidable consequence, i.e. two different paths in the interpretation space can lead to the same program. This situation is exacerbated when buggy programs are allowed: bugs add uncertainty to the analysis. For example, if one encounters a statement New := New+l in a correct program, one can be fairly certain that it is part of a counter plan. But if the program is buggy, as in Figure 1 , one must also consider the possibility that this statement is intended to input new values; the only way of determining which is the proper role is by looking at the program as a whole and determining which interpretation is more consistent with the interpretations of the other parts of the program. The ability to enumerate and evaluate alternative interpretations is a key processing technique for a system that attempts to understand buggy programs.
In Figure. 7 we give an example of the results of PROUST's attempt to resolve ambiguous interpretations. Figure 7 shows a fragment of code which might appear in a novice solution to the Rainfall Problem in Figure 3 . We have focused on the counter variables in the program, Va I i d and Ra i ny; the rest of the main loop of the program is shown so that the surrounding context may be seen. Instead of counting the positive inputs (Rain>0) and the valid inputs (Rain>=0), this program counts the positive inputs and the zero inputs, and does not count the valid inputs.
There are two possible interpretations for this code, each of which results in a different explanation for the bugs. According to one interpretation, shown on the left side of the figure, the programmer intended to implement the valid input goal and the positive input goal directly. The plans used are COUNTER VARIABLE PLAN and GUARDED COUNTER VARIABLE PLAN; the resulting variables are Va I id and Ra i ny, respectively. Va I id appears to count only the zero inputs, because the programmer intended to modify the COUNTER VARIABLE PLAN so that a copy of the counter update appears in both the THEN branch and the ELSE branch of the inner IF statement, and then left out one of the copies. The failure to update Val id in both branches thus appears to be a low-level slip, such as a mistake in editing the source file.
In the other interpretation, on the right side of the of the figure, the program is assumed to arise from a goal decomposition where the positive values and the zero values are counted separately and then added together. The programmer uses the variable Va I i d to refer to the count of zero values and Ra i ny to refer to the count of positive values. The plan to add Va I i d and Ra i ny together is missing. We could claim that the plan is missing because of an editing slip. However, the context in which the counter plans appear weighs against this hypothesis: the average computation uses Val i d in the denominator of the division, implying that Valid is the valid input counter as well as the zero input counter. We call variables which are used in contradictory ways such as this mushed variables. Mushed variables are very serious bugs; they reflect radical deficiencies in the programmer's ability to design programs. Therefore this goal decomposition is less highly valued than the previous goal decomposition. PROUST has a number of heuristics for deciding among alternative interpretations such as these.
The Understanding Process: An Example Of

PROUST In Action
In the preceding sections, we (1) described what difficulties a program understanding system must overcome in order to analyze a program accurately, and we (2) gave an example of the result8 of PROUST's analysis. In this section, we will illustrate PROUST's proeessin9 capabilities. First we will describe the overall strategy by which PROUST searches through the space of potential interpretations for one that best accounts for the student's program, and then we will describe how PROUST actually produces the analysis already depicted in Figure 7 .
Searching the Interpretation Space
Clearly, one can't possibly enumerate beforehand the space of program interpretations: there are just too many ways to construct correct and buggy programs. Rather, starting with the problem specification and a database of correct and buggy plans, transformation rules 10, and bug-misconception rules, PROUST constructs and evaluates interpretations for the program under consideration. In effect, the goal decomposition and the plan analysis of the program evolve simultaneously. If this expectation is confirmed, then PROUST is more confident of its interpretation, and vice versa. PROUST employs heuristics that evaluate matches, near-misses, and misses of its expectations. Examples of construction and evaluation processes will be given in the next section.
The fact that PROUST constructs and evaluates interpretations anew for each program, and does not rely on a prestored set of possible interpretations, provides it with an important capability: PROUST readily generates interpretations for programs that it (and we) have not seen previously. That is, unlike some diagnostic systems that effectively choose a fault from a set of predefined faults, [15, 4] PROUST actively constructs diagnoses. Given the variability in programs, PROUST needs such a capability in order to be effective. 11
Puttlng It All Together: Two Examples
In this section we will illustrate how PROUST actually goes about analyzing a program. We will show two examples; one is a correct program and the other is a buggy program.
Analysis of a correct program
Our first example, in Figure 8 , is an excerpt from a correct solution to the Rainfall Problem in Figure 3 ; it is based on the program fragment shown in Figure 7 . Although this program functions correctly, there is one construction which is unusual; the valid input counter Valid is updated in two places instead of one. That is, Valid is updated in each branch of the conditional statement at (a); the update at (b) is executed when Ra i n is zero, and the update at (c) when Ra i n is positive. The program in this figm-e illustrates the variability possible in programs; coping with this type of situation requires additional machinery, as will be seen shortly.
Assume that PROUST has carried out a partial plan analysis of this program already, and has made the following tentative assumptions:
• the variable Sum is the running total variable, * the variable Val id keeps tracks of the number of valid days,
• the update on Valid should be in the loop, embedded inside a test for negative rainfall (II= Rain < 0 THEN .... ).
The processing that continues from this point is illustrated in Figure 9 . PROUST maintains an agenda of goals that remain to be worked on; at this point in the analysis the agenda includes the Count goal for valid inputs, the Sum goal, and the Count goal for positive inputs, to name a few. PROUST selects the first goal on the agenda, as shown at (a), checks that it is ready for analysis, and then determines whether or not it needs to be decomposed. The entry in the knowledge base for Count stipulates that it is most commonly implemented in an undecomposed fashion, so Proust consults the plan database looking for appropriate plans for realizing this goal. It finds only one plan plan: the COUNTER VARIABLE PLAN (b). It then makes tentative bindings for the plan variables, and determines where each segment of the plan should be found. The resulting structure, shown at (e), can then be matched against the student's program. Figure 10 shows the results of matching the instantiated plan against the code. There is a unique match for the initialization step of the plan, but instead of there being one match for the update step, there are two matches. Furthermore, PROUST expects the update to be at "top level" inside the loop, i.e. it should not be enclosed inside code which might disrupt its function. Instead it discovers that each update is enclosed in an IF statement which restricts its application. PROUST treats the plan as a near-match for the program, but the plan cannot be accepted until the match discrepancies are accounted for.
PROUST has a number of different methods for explaining a plan difference; one of them is to use transformation rules to relate the code to the plan. One such transformation is shown in Figure 11 .12 Each transformation rule has a test part and an action part. The test part consists of a conjunction of micro-tests, each testing various aspects of the program; the action part usually indicates how to modify the code in order to nullify the effect of the transformation.
In this case the Distribution Transformation Rule applies. This is a rule for recognizing plans in situations where a set of computations have been divided into parts using a CASE statement or an IF-THEN-ELSE construct, and where the plan update is duplicated so that a copy appears in each branch. The control flow branches in this case are the two branches in the IF-THEN-ELSE construction which test for Rain=0 and Rain>0. The rule checks to see whether there is exactly one Vali d :=Val i d+l statement for each possible branch of the test. It then combines the two updates and moves the result to an appropriate place outside of the test. Once this is done the counter plan matches successfully.
A buggy example
We will now show how PROUST analyzes the buggy program shown in Figure 7 ; a more complete version is given in Figure  12 . When PROUST analyzes buggy programs such as this, it goes through much the same process that it goes through in analyzing correct programs; the main difference is that PROUST must consider more alternative interpretations in order to find the most plausible explanation for the bug. Figure 13 shows what happens when the COUNTER VARIABLE PLAN is matched against this program. This time there is one good match for the counter update; unfortunately it is inside of an unexpected IF statement. The Distribution Transformation Rule is invoked to explain the plan difference, but it predicts that there should be two updates, so it does not fully explain the problem. PROUST therefore looks for another rule which will explain the difference between the prediction made by the Distribution Transformation Rule and the observed code. A rule applies which states that if a single instance of duplicated code is missing, it is explainable as a low-level slip. This completes the mapping from the plan to the code.
Whenever an interpretation presumes the presence of a bug, it is necessary to make sure that there are no other interpretations which presume fewer or less severe bugs. PROUST therefore goes back and looks for another way of of implementing the Count goal. PROUST has in its knowledge base an alternative method for decomposing Count goals, namely to implement counters for particular intervals and then combine the partial counts. One of these suhgoals can be unified with the Count positives goal that already exists in the agenda. The two Count goals are thus transformed into a set of three goals. Plans can then be chosen and instantiated for each of these goals, as was done in Figure 9 . The result plans, and the results of matching them, is shown in Figure 14 . This time two match errors are found. First, Val id is the counter for zero values; but the average predicts that Va I id is the main counter; Va I id is a mushed variable. Second, the ADD PARTIAL RESULTS PLAN is missing altogether.
PROUST ranks bugs according to their severity; missing plans that do not pertain to some boundary condition are moderately severe bugs, and mushed variables are extremely severe bugs. Therefore this interpretation is less highly valued, and the analysis involving the transformation holds.
Performance --Preliminary Results
As a preliminary test of PROUST's capabilities, we tested PROUST on 206 different novice solutions to the Rainfall Problem shown above.
We collected these programs by modifying the Pascal compiler used by the students in an introductory programming course so that each syntactically correct version of the program was stored on tape [2] . We ran PROUST on the first syntactically correct version from each student, so that we could see how PROUST behaves when faced with a large number of bugs.
In Table 7 -1 we see how PROUST performed on this corpus of programs. After PROUST analyzes each program, it evaluates the goodness of the analysis, and assigns the analysis to one of three categories: complete, partial, and unsatisfactory. A complete analysis is one which accounts for all the important aspects of the specification, and which does not leave any code unanalyzed which might interfere with the behavior of the analyzed code. A partial analysis is one where goals in the specification were unaccounted for and parts of the program could not be interpreted, but where a significant portion of the program was understandable. An unsatisfactory analysis is one which leaves most of the program uninterpreted, or which encounters programming constructs, such as GOT0s, which PROUST cannot analyze. Of the 206 programs in the sample, PROUST constructed complete analyses for 149 of them (72%).
On those programs that it did feel confident of its analysis, it was correct almost 13 95% of the time! 45 of the programs (22%) received partial analyses. When PROUST comes up with a partial analysis, it throws out the more dubious parts of the analysis, and reports only those bugs that are unrelated to the parts of the program that PROUST could not understand. It tells the student explicitly that the analysis is a partial one, and that he or she should take it with a grain of salt. Nevertheless, we expect students to be able to make use out of these partial bug reports, and get their programs into a form where PROUST is more likely to be able to generate a complete analysis. There remains a small number (6%) of programs that PROUST was unable to interpret. We would like this number to be smaller, but we do not think that it is practical to reduce it below 3-4%. The best thing that PROUST could do in these cases is to have the student get assistance from his/her instructor.
In looking at the cases where PROUST failed, we see no fundamental obstacle to getting PROUST up to the 80~85% overall correct rate. We can can characterize the kinds of programs which will always cause problems for PROUST as follows: 1) very unusual bugs, which occur too infrequently to justify inclusion in PROUST's knowledge base; 2) programs which contain novel plans which PROUST has no means for predicting; and 3) ambiguous cases which can only be resolved through dialog with the student. For these cases, we would suggest that the student see a human teacher.
Concludlng Remarks
Is all the machinery described in this paper necessary in order to understand buggy and correct programs -programs that are only about 1 page in length? The answer, in our minds at least, is: undeniably yes. If anything, PROUST is the minimum that is requiredT The basis for this conclusion is twofold:
1. In Artificial Intelligence research, systems have been built to understand stories of moderate length that require machinery similar to that employed by PROUST. [12, 5] Certainly, programs are as complicated an entity as are stories.
2. We attempted to build a bug finding system that used a database of bug templates in a
context-independent fashion to analyze programs similar to those analyzed by PROUST. That system, MENO, [15] failed miserably: in order to cope with the variety and variability in actual programs, a system must be able to understand how the pieces of the program fit together --which is a highly context-dependent process.
Finally, all programmers intuitively know that the mapping from problem specifications to code is a complex process. What PROUST has done --which we feel is its major contribution --is lay that mapping process open to inspection: since PROUST constructs a program in its attempt to understand the program under analysis, we can "see ~ the programming process in action. By making the programming process explicit, our work joins with that of the software engineering community to change programming from an ethereal art to an object of scientific inquiry. 2Miller's SPADF,0 [10] is another example of a programming tutor; unlike PROUST, it constrains the program construction process so that less machinery is required for understanding and more effort can be devoted to pedagogy.
3BIP [20] makes use of input/output behavior in its program analysis; consequently it only deals with small programming problems.
4One area in which many compilers do a reasonable job is analyzing syntactic errors. Although it would be worthwhile to construct a parser which produces error reports aimed at novices, this is outside of the scope of our current work. 5Most intelligent tutoring systems at least tacitly assume such a correspondence. [7, 8, 3] °Sniffer [14] is a prototype of a debugging system which is based upon the Programmer's Apprentice.
7The process of collecting novice programs and analyzing them is described in [2] and [9] .
SWe are currently extending PROUST to handle a range of introductory programming problems.
°There are other differences in the goal decompositions of these programs besides the ones mentioned here. However, we will not analyze them in this discussion.
I°These entities will be explained shortly.
IlFALOSY [13] is also capable for recognizing novel faults; however, it assumes that there is only one fault, which the programmer must describe beforehand. 
PROUST output:
It appears that you were trying to use line 11 to read the next input value. Incrementing NEW will not cause the next value to be read in. You need to use a READ statement here, such as you use in line 6. 
Bug:
Rissing copy of duplicated plan secant
Explanation to student:
This program viii not count the number of inputS correctly. You increment =Valid" vhen the input is zero, but not uhen it is positive. 
Bugs:
Rushed variables Risstng plan
Ezplanatlon to student:
YOU are using the variable =Valid ~ both to count the ~ot, a l nunber of inputs and the number of zero inputs. Each variable should be used to mean one and only one thing. Also, you are going to have to add the zero count and the positive count together. 
Alternntive explsnations for buffs
